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Saturday 8th January on Zoom. Meeting ID: 817 3837 9876
Passcode: 643962. Join us for informal chat from 1.30pm. Event 
starts at 2.00pm. 

The Common Good: 
From ‘Me’ to ‘We’ to ‘All’ 
A talk and discussion led by Henri Ruff 

The starting point for our discussion is to unpack what is meant 
by ‘the Common Good’, how it manifests itself and what it 
involves. Henri will be structuring this earlier part of our 
discussion around two broad questions:

• What’s common in the Common Good? and
• What’s good in the Common Good?

Our discussion will then move to two more questions in the broad context of philosophical 
thinking, culture, the economy, and politics:

• Is the Common Good important? If so, why? 
• If it’s important, what practical steps can we consider to reach whatever is 

the Common Good?

Apart from your views to each of these questions, Henri hopes you will also bring along 
examples (from the past right up to the present) that help to illustrate your views, whether 
positive or negative, on the Common Good.

Henri is an economist and he has tutored for the Open University Business School. He 
facilitates a popular economics course for the U3A and this is his fourth talk for Dorset 
Humanists.

Covid-19 
Owing to current safety concerns and supply problems with lateral flow tests we have 
decided to hold this event online rather than at Moordown Community Centre. We hope to 
resume live events as soon as possible. Thank you for your understanding and we look 
forward to seeing you soon. 

Click image to RSVP

mailto:chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk
https://dorset.humanist.org.uk/wp/
https://www.meetup.com/Dorset-Humanists/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/dorsethumanists/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/dorsethumanists/
https://twitter.com/dorsethumanists
https://twitter.com/dorsethumanists
https://www.meetup.com/Dorset-Humanists/events/282953009/
https://www.meetup.com/Dorset-Humanists/events/282953009/
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Dates for your diary
Sunday 23rd

January

Lighthouse, 

Poole

Holocaust Memorial Day. Our treasurer Daniel Dancey is one of 

the readers and Maggie Pepin reads the Pledge. Please let David 

Warden know if you would like a ticket for this event. 
Weds 26th

January, 

7.30pm

Elstead Hotel Bad Information and Fake News: The threat to democracy – a talk 

by Mike Flood, Chairman of Milton Keynes Humanists 

Saturday 12th

February 

1.00pm* lunch 

and talk

Moordown

*Ticketed 

event

Darwin Day. Our distinguished guest speaker is Ariane Sherine 

who will speak about her book “How to Live to 100”. Ariane was 

the inspiration behind the world-famous ‘Atheist Bus Campaign’. 

*Tickets from Lyn.glass@btinternet.com Please check lunch start 

time nearer the date. More details to follows. 

Plus social events and walks which will be announced on Dorset Humanists Meetup. Please check all 

events nearer the time in case of any venue changes. Depending on public health announcements, 

events may switch to Zoom or be cancelled at short notice – please check Meetup nearer the time. 

Jane Bannister 
Winter Appeal
Dorset Humanists has delivered its 
third instalment of food to the 
Hope for Food foodbank bringing 
our total donation in 2021 to 
£862.84. Many thanks to 
committee member Dean 
Robertson for arranging the 
purchase and delivery. 

At the 2021 AGM, members of 
Dorset Humanists approved a 
proposal to buy food for Hope for 
Food, a local foodbank, up to a 
limit £1,000. This amount has 
since been augmented by further 
generous donations from one of 
our members and proceeds from 
our 25th anniversary. Dorset 
Humanists committee has voted 
to keep the ball rolling with our 
Jane Bannister Winter Appeal. You 
can donate cash at our events or 
contact David Warden if you 
would like to donate by bank 
transfer. 

www.hopeforfood.org.uk

chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk

Hawkridge Singers 
Debut 
Dorset Humanists Hawkridge Singers made their long-
awaited debut at our December event at Moordown 
Community Centre. Eleven members of the group 
performed a selection of secular festive songs including 
Blah Blah Bethlehem and Chestnuts Roasting on an Open 
Fire. Simon Whipple and Sally Hawksworth were, 
unfortunately, unable to join us on this occasion. The group 
is named after Christine Hawkridge, one of our choristers 
when the group was called the Dorset Humanists Choir. 
Christine left a generous legacy in her will which enabled us 
to buy a Yamaha piano. 

Standing: Elaine, Uschi, Margaret, Lucy, Katerina, Pat; 
Kneeling: George, Phil, David, David (pianist), Mike. Photo by Aaron. 

http://www.hopeforfood.org.uk/
mailto:chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk
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What’s populism 
and has it peaked? 
Emeritus Professor Roger Eatwell 
(Comparative Politics, University of Bath) 
spoke to us at our December meeting in 
Moordown. He concluded that populism 
has far from gone away and that its drivers 
are still very powerful. This is an edited 
transcript. 

1. What is populism?

Populists include Hugo Chavez (leftwing, 
Venezuela), Narendra Modi (right-wing Hindu, 
India), Bolsonaro (right-wing, Brazil). It also 
includes Brexit but there were both left-wing 
and right-wing Brexit voters. So what have they 
all got in common? 

Can you actually define ‘populism’ or is it just 
one of those ‘boo’ terms? You will hardly ever 
find anyone who claims to be a populist. This is 
a massive debate among academics. 

Broadly speaking there are two main 
approaches. The first can be called ‘supply side’ 
or ‘top-down’ (leaders and parties). The 
Cambridge Dictionary definition: ‘Populism is a 
form of politics intended to get the support of 
ordinary people by giving them what they 
want.’ So populists are people lacking in 
principle, who make empty promises such as 
Boris Johnson. This definition focuses on 
leaders, e.g., charismatic, macho leaders, 
people who portray themselves as saviours of 
the nation at times of crisis. Trump, Modi, and 
Bolsonaro are obvious examples. They also try 
to look like an ‘ordinary bloke’. Farage is an 
example – he doesn’t actually like beer! But 
Alice Weidel who is the leader of the 
Alternative for Germany (AfD) does not fit this 
mould at all. She is a female in her early forties 
with a PhD in economics. She’s an ex-
international banker. And she’s openly lesbian. 
Populists are also said to deal in conspiracy 
theories, for example Viktor Orbán thinks that 
George Soros has a plot to undermine the West 
by bringing in immigrants. However, lots of

Trump’s left-wing opponents believed there 
was a conspiracy between the Trump camp and 
Russia in the 2016 election so this kind of 
thinking is not unique to populism. There was 
no evidence of a conspiracy. 

Populism can be manipulative but if you look at 
ideology it can also be a set of genuine beliefs. 
If we look at the origins of the term, some 
people trace it back to ancient Greece and 
Rome but the first party to call itself populist 
was the People’s Party (US, late 19th century). 
This is very rare example of a party that 
actually called itself populist. This was a 
bottom-up movement, starting with small 
farmers and small towns. 

I prefer to define populism as a ‘thin ideology’. 
It doesn’t have many ideas and it usually has to 
join with another ideology such as socialism, 
hence Chavez. Also, it often combines with 
nationalism – such as Marine Le Pen in France. 
It has two main tropes or ideas. Firstly, that the 
will of the people should prevail. The people in 
this context are usually thought of as a 
‘heartland’ – a set of ordinary, decent people, 
who are often the silent majority. Secondly, 
that this people’s will is not being heard 
because a set of distant elites are running 
society. These elites can be believed to be 
Jews, experts, technocrats, faceless EU 
bureaucrats, professional economists, business 
lobbies etc. And these elites look down on the 
ordinary people. Hilary Clinton called Trump’s 
supporters ‘a basket of deplorables’. Trump 
replied: ‘I love the poorly educated’.  
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2. Is populism a major threat to 
democracy? 

Almost all scholars are hostile to populism. Is 
that because most scholars tend to be left of 
centre? Or because populism really is a major 
threat? Why does no one want to call 
themselves a populist? Well, clearly, no one 
would want to call themselves a populist in the 
first sense of making empty promises. Clearly 
this form of populism is very dangerous, but 
are they real populists?  I think Donald Trump is 
a more of a ‘style populist’ than an ideological 
populist. A lot of work has been done on his 
rhetoric when he first announced he was going 
to run for office. It was littered with the word ‘I’ 
because he’s appallingly narcissistic. He’s been 
a member of the Democrats longer than the 
Republicans! But as he went into the 2016 
campaign the ‘I’ references declined and you 
began to hear the phrase ‘the ordinary people’. 
But he failed to deliver on infrastructure and all 
sorts of promises to help poorer people. 

So let’s turn to the second, ideological  
approach. The word democracy means rule by 
the people. So what could be more democratic 
than the first trope ‘let the will of the people 
prevail’? To find the answer we need to 
understand the term ‘liberal democracy’. 
Liberalism stressed individual rights and 
tolerance. Critics might say that liberalism itself 
has no belief because it celebrates pluralism or 
difference. But populism tends to believe in a 
heartland. And the heartland tends to be 
homogenised – ‘one true people’. This could be 
an ethnic group which means that other groups 
have no rights. Or it could be associated with 
male dominance. For example, Vox in Spain has 
about 17% of the vote and it has a very male 
dominant view of society. It associates the 
heartland with a male dominant role. Clearly, 
these types of populism are very threatening to 
women's rights. Viktor Orbán in Hungary has 
coined the term ‘illiberal democracy’. He wants 
democracy but it will be the true Hungarian 
people who don’t accord rights to 
homosexuals, lesbians, has a very traditional 
role for women and so on. So populism can be 
very threatening. But let’s look at the

Netherlands which is very stable and liberal. 
Populists in the Netherlands support the use of 
more referendums. They don’t want to abolish 
Parliament or women’s rights or gay rights. The 
first important Dutch populist was Pym Fortuyn 
who was assassinated in 2002. He was a media 
academic and he was openly gay. He defended 
Dutch values, particularly against Islam in the 
name of Dutch tolerance. 

“A certain type of populism is 
not so much a threat to 
democracy as a way of 
preserving democracy.” 

If we look at modern society we have two sets 
of values. We’ve got liberalism and democracy. 
And they can be in tension. Liberalism does not 
necessarily accept that a majority is right and 
its wary of ‘the tyranny of the majority’. 
According to liberalism, a majority cannot 
remove certain inalienable rights. What 
populists in established democracies like the 
Netherlands and Britain want is not to push 
women back into the kitchen, or homosexuals 
back into the closet, nor to make Britain a 
white country. What they want to do is alter 
the balance between democracy and 
liberalism, with more stress on democracy and 
less on liberalism. So these populists are 
perhaps canaries in the coalmine. They are not 
so much a threat to democracy as a way of 
preserving democracy.  

Populists can be highly educated and they do not 
always threaten gay rights: Dutch Populist and media 
academic Pim Fortuyn, who was assassinated in 2002, 
was openly gay. Alice Weidel, leader of the Alternative 

for Germany, has a PhD and is openly lesbian.  
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3. What’s driving populism? The four Ds

There are four Ds driving the populist 
movement forward. The first D is massive 
distrust of politicians. Critics of populism are 
fond of saying that populists are trying to 
overthrow democracy. I think this is misleading. 
For instance, if you say you are against strong 
leaders do you mean leaders like Adolf Hitler or 
Margaret Thatcher? If opinion polls asked 
people ‘Do we need more weak leadership?’ 
no one would dream of saying yes. A lot of the 
opinion polling is very misleading. 

There’s a long tradition stretching back to 
ancient Greece of ‘distrust of the masses’ or 
‘the plebs’ in Roman times. The masses are 
irrational, stupid, ignorant and so on. A lot of 
them voted for Hitler. So after the Second 
World War we get a return to this idea that 
we’ve really got to be careful of the masses. A 
big group of thinkers grew up in the 40s and 
50s especially in America but also in Britain 
who were called ‘apathy theorists’. They said 
democracy is a good thing but what we don’t 
want is people participating too much. Let’s 
keep them at home watching television with 
their new Cadillac in the drive. Have elections 
but keep the masses out. This tends to be the 
view of elites that the masses are something to 
be suspicious of. This is on the right and parts 
of the left, for example the Fabians who are 
more elitist. 

I think we can see why people have become 
alienated from politicians. In some respects 
legislatures have become more diverse – more 
women and people of colour for example. But 
in 2018 in America, in elections to the Senate, 
the average expenditure of the winning senator 
was $19.4 million. This is only possible for 
people who are individually rich or who are 
backed by extremely rich donors. The Koch 
brothers have given tens of millions of dollars 
to the Republicans. Hillary Clinton in 2016 
charged $225,000 for each talk to bankers and 
others. This went to the Clinton Foundation 
rather than her personal funds, but the bankers 
were paying because they wanted influence. 
With Boris Johnson and the pandemic it’s 
pretty obvious there was massive cronyism in

“…distrust of politicians, 
experts, the whole 

technocracy that tends to 
run national government or 

institutions like the EU.” 
the awarding of contracts etc. In the last two 
general elections, when we look at people in 
the House of Commons who were working 
class by occupation before entering politics –
it’s about 3%. The figure for lawyers is 8%.  In 
the first majority Labour government in Britain 
(1945), Attlee went to private school but Ernest 
Bevin [Foreign Secretary] and Herbert Morrison 
[Leader of the House of Commons and Foreign 
Secretary] left school at fourteen – both 
worked extensively in working class 
occupations. There are exceptions but the 
Labour Party today has very much become a 
middle class party. In 2017, Gallup asked 
people in Britain who did they trust? Top of the 
list were doctors and nurses. Only 17% trusted 
politicians. 2019 YouGov: Do you feel let down 
by the establishment? 83% said yes. So distrust 
of politicians, experts, the whole technocracy 
that tends to run national government or 
institutions like the EU. 

The second D is destruction, particularly of 
local and national communities. There’s a big 
literature in social psychology that tells us that 
feeling you belong to a community promotes a 
whole series of desirable values such as 
happiness, trust, and so on. We need to look at 
the way in which immigration has become an 
issue. Trump campaigned on building a wall 
and keeping out illegal immigrants. If you look 
at Brexit, immigration was the number one 
issue. This needs looking at very carefully, 
especially the inference that Britain is racist. In 
2018, Hope not Hate, an anti-racist 
organisation, found that people online were 
very polarised between one camp which said 
we should let all of these people in [asylum 
seekers], and the other camp that we should 
let virtually none of them in. But Hope not Hate 
also commissioned an opinion poll which found
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that 85% of British people were ‘balancers’ 
who supported immigration if it’s doctors and 
so on but not unlimited immigration. The other 
15% were split almost equally between the 
‘open borders’ and the ‘virtually none’ groups. 
And I think this is probably a much more 
accurate picture of Britain than the view that 
Britain is racist. A lot of people are happy about 
immigration but they ask questions about what 
skills do we need and about how we can 
integrate immigrants. The Pew polling 
organisation (US) thinks we’re going to have 
between 10-17% Muslim population in Britain 
by the year 2050.  So the question of how to 
integrate Muslims is a very important one. But 
Muslims, as far as we can see, are increasingly 
living in their own communities. To some 
extent, that’s because of white Islamophobia 
but there are many studies that show that 
racism is much weaker than it used to be. But 
the definition of racism has changed, especially 
on the left and Critical Race Theory, to mean 
that if there are unequal effects [or outcomes] 
this proves racism. But in my view, racism is 
grossly overstated in populist voting. I think it’s 
loss of community, a loss of a sense of 
belonging and purpose, rather than the 
traditional concept of racism where you look 
down on people or see them as inferior. 

The third D is deprivation. I don't simply mean 
poverty. The poor don’t vote at all. You need to 
ask questions not about relative poverty but 
about respect. The nature of work and what 
people get from working, especially for men. A 
lot of traditional male jobs gave respect, unlike 
new ‘knicker’ jobs [a term Roger had come 
across!]. 60% of Americans are now in either 
the gig economy or paid weekly. Traditional 
working class jobs in America have largely 
disappeared and inequality has soared. The 
sense of a good future has largely disappeared 
in the working class but it’s beginning to come 
into the middle class too especially with the 
new era of AI. 

The fourth D is de-alignment. Most people 
today do not strongly align with a political 
party. People are now much more likely to 
switch from one party to another and they are

open to the appeal of populists such as UKIP.

Summary

So to sum up, are we now going to see the 
decline of populism? In 2020, Donald Trump 
won more votes than in 2016. And according to 
current opinion polls, if the next election took 
place now, Trump would win. What I’ve tried to 
argue is three things. Populism isn’t simply a 
protest. It’s telling us first that politicians are 
not trusted and we need changes in the 
democratic system that make people feel they 
are more listened to. Secondly, community has 
declined too much. We need to make people 
feel they belong, that they have a role and 
some kind of meaning. This really matters. 
Society has become more individualised, more 
consumerised, more narcissistic, especially 
millennials [roughly, people born between 
1981 and 2001]. How can we produce a society 
that has a different set of moral values that 
make people feel more belonging, more 
ethical? Populists don't necessarily articulate 
this very well. Populism hasn’t produced a body 
of thought in the way that socialism has. But 
this doesn’t mean that ordinary people don’t 
understand what the issues are. And my third 
and main point, we've become far too unequal. 
We’ve got to face the appalling inequalities 
that we have in our society today. Unless we 
face that it’s hard to see how we are going to 
produce a more understanding and more stable 
political society. In some ways, Covid has 
helped – we’re all in the same bucket and 
we’ve realised that a lot of low-paid key 
workers deserve more. My final point: I would 
argue that populism has far from gone away. 
These drivers really are still very powerful and 
certain recent developments like Covid will 
continue to drive it. 

Further reading

National Populism: The Revolt Against Liberal 
Democracy (2018) Roger Eatwell and Matthew 
Goodwin

Populism and the European Culture Wars: The 
Conflict of Values between Hungary and the EU 
(2017) Frank Furedi
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Aaron Darkwood reflects on the 
achievements of 2021 and looks 
forward to the possibilities of 2022

As the Earth completes another orbit around 
the Sun our collective calendars notch one 
more year onto mankind's history. Social 
media doomsayers will have you write off the 
past year as wasted, yet we developed a 
vaccine in record time and distributed across 
our nation for free to all community-
conscious citizens willing to come together to 
conquer a virus. For many, the government 
gave half a year off to work on themselves, 
get fit, develop their intellect or spend valued 
time with family… did they take advantage of 
that opportunity? Technology evolved to 
increase shopping online, ordering food at 
home, accessing medical services via an app 
and in eateries ordering everything from your 
table. Life became more user-friendly in one 
giant leap and prevented an economy from 
collapse.

Have their been consequences? Yes. Many 
people have died, while others have chosen 
not to get vaccinated and clog up the NHS. 
But for the most part, the people of Britain 
came together to do their bit. The UK further 
did their part chairing the G7 and hosting the 
COP26 summit, providing the Earth with 
another foothold in gaining control over our 
damaged climate, and once again technology 
is leading the way.

Globally, as a species, we are better than we 
have ever been at any time in history. We are 
better fed and watered, better educated and 
better equipped to navigate our mostly free 
path through life. Yet as good as many of us

Letters & 
Emails
It’s your column…

have it, we continue onwards striving to raise 
others up to good standards of life. 
Compassion and consideration for others 
stands fast in our hearts and forward in our 
minds, and as we navigate the difficult 
dilemmas of helping versus interfering we find 
a safe ground to inch ever closer to doing 
something that betters human beings, and for 
that we should be proud.

2022 might just be another notch on Earth’s 
journey, but as passengers on, and guardians 
of, this wondrous green host we call Earth, we 
should be proud of our efforts and look 
forward with open optimistic eyes, seeing 
clearly the positive changes we make in our 
one short life and see what more we can do 
to add to that. 

We’ve now got one more orbit to plan for. 
How will you use yours?

What will happen in 2022? 

The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee – special 
extended bank holiday weekend from 
Thursday 2 to Sunday 5 June, 2022

Dark Skies Festival, Yorkshire, 18 February to  
6 March, 2022

Brighton Festival, 7-29 May, 2022: one of 
Europe’s leading arts festivals, a celebration of 
music, theatre, dance, circus, art, film, 
literature, debate and family events.

World Humanist Day and Stonehenge 
Summer Solstice, 21 June, 2022

Bourne Free LGBT Pride Event, July 9, 2022

More info: Visit Britain

Orbit 2022 – how will you use yours?

https://www.visitbritain.com/gb/en/media/story-ideas/annual-events-britain-2022


so forth, but which end up as tyrannies. Humanism is a natural ally of liberalism. John 

Stuart Mill, author of On Liberty in 1859 – the same year as Origin of Species – is one of our 

humanist heroes. We believe in freedom of thought, autonomy of the individual, and so 

on. But there can be rather too much emphasis on individual freedom and rather too little 

on concepts such as community, solidarity, and the common good (the subject of our next 

event). Starkey, an openly gay man who has benefited from liberal trends, described 

himself as a ‘liberal conservative’ and I think this paradoxical position is a helpful 

corrective to untrammelled liberalism. I like to think of liberalism and conservatism as yin 

and yang – complementary polarities. If we lose sight of the conservative polarity we run 

the risk, already well-advanced, of creating atomised societies with very low levels of trust 

and very high levels of inequality which is precisely the breeding ground for populism. 

Liberals typically excoriate populism as something to be reviled but it seems obvious to 

me that liberalism of a certain type – arrogant, entitled, and utopian – is precisely what 

gives rise to the populist backlash from the millions who do not benefit from freewheeling 

globalisation. In other words, liberals are largely to blame for the rise of populism. Until 

this sinks in, we will make little progress in addressing the legitimate concerns of millions 

of people who have been left behind in American rustbelts and elsewhere. As Roger 

Eatwell concluded, populism and its drivers have far from gone away. 

As 2021 draws to a close, I have the sense that Covid-19 and COP26 have turned us into a 

sickly, nervous, and self-hating species, fearful to meet and embrace family and friends 

and hesitant about making plans for the future. Inflation is beginning to take hold and 

we’ve been told to expect massive hikes in energy bills later this year. But we know that 

optimism is a vital ingredient for human happiness so what can we be optimistic about? 

At the time of writing, the omicron variant is causing a great deal of uncertainty but most 

British people are now well-protected against serious illness and we should be able to go 

about our normal business without excessive fear. An end to debilitating lockdowns 

would help to restore a sense of vigour and health to human civilization in 2022. 

In our letters section this month, Aaron asks what will you do with your next orbit around 

the Sun? Having something to look forward to is a great aid to happiness and wellbeing. 

Maybe you could plan a week away, or just a weekend or even a day to explore a new 

place. You could make good on one of those promises hastily written in a greetings card: 

”We must meet up in the New Year”. You could join one of our Dorset walks or join our 

singing group. You could start a new project or read a long book. As I’m typing this, I’m 

simply enjoying watching sparrows, robins and coal tits feeding from our bird feeder. 

Whatever you do, I wish you a healthy and happy 2022. And I hope to see you soon. 

View from the Chair
David Warden

Chairman of Dorset Humanists

T
he historian David Starkey may not be everyone’s cup of tea but he said in an 

interview recently that ‘liberalism devours itself’. I think he had in mind episodes 

like the French Revolution which set out with good intentions – liberty, equality, and


